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Problem Statement 
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Current and anticipated growth of distributed energy resources (DERs) and introduction of 
aggregated DERs into wholesale markets as a result of Order 2222 is fundamentally 
changing the way the grid is planned and operated. 

Policy makers and regulators will increasingly need to evaluate, consider, and establish the 
rules and requirements as well as enabling policies and programs to bring these resources 
online safely and fairly to provide retail and wholesale services. 

New myriad technical and economic issues will require new information and tools to make 
informed decisions related to the connection, technical operation, and compensation of 
aggregated distributed energy resources---in the distribution, bulk power system, and 
wholesale energy markets. 



DER-I&C Initiative Description
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Objectives:
• Inform key state decision makers
• Raise and evaluate risks and opportunities 

of different decision options
• Bring different perspectives to the table

Advisory Group:
An advisory group of 10 NARUC and NASEO 
members representing diverse regional 
perspectives help guide the project.

Convene and support state members to understand the impact of their decision making related to the 
connection, operation, and compensation of aggregated DERs.

NARUC and NASEO will provide information, tools, access to experts, and peer sharing opportunities 
that assist members with FERC Order 2222 implementation in RTO/ISO regions and State oversight of 
transmission-distribution-customer (TDC) coordination outside of RTO/ISO regions.



Curriculum Design 2023-24
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s Module 1 – The modern landscape

Learn best practices & lessons from what’s being done today

Module 2 – Hot topics
Collectively explore cutting-edge applications

Module 3 – Deep dive
Advance a pressing topic through intentional collaboration
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The DER I&C Initiative 2023-24 curriculum is designed around three sequential modules



Module 1: The Modern Landscape
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Module 1 begins with three webinars in December 2023 and January 2024:
• Webinar 1: Aggregated DER Grid Services, Monday, December 4, 2023, 

3:00-4:30pm ET
• Moderator: Chair Marissa Gillett, CT PURA
• Expert: Paul De Martini, Newport Consulting
• Panelist: Lyn Huckabee, MA DOER
• Panelist: Vince Faherty, Google Nest

• Webinar 2: Aggregated DER Valuation , Monday, December 18, 2023, 3:00-
4:30pm ET

• Moderator: Commissioner Andrew McAllister, CEC
• Expert: Samir Succar, ICF
• Panelist: Natalie Mims Frick, LBL
• Panelist: Sandra Sweet, NY DPS

• Webinar 3: Compensation Options for Aggregated DER Grid Services, 
Monday, January 8, 2024, 3:00-4:30pm ET

Learn best practices & lessons from what’s being done today

https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_qmsJouDYT4KPyE9O_yQFxQ#/registration
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_pT7Uf9txReyTp_dZrayywQ#/registration
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_V36sNZ8OQp2K3C0Jt99TLA#/registration


Today’s Agenda
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Objective: Establish a baseline understanding of the grid services aggregated DERs (ADER) can 
provide beyond non-aggregated DERs.

Time (ET) Agenda

3:00-3:10pm Welcome & introduction to DER I&C initiative

3:10-3:35pm Expert presentation on ADER grid services 
Paul DeMartini, Newport Consulting
Q&A

3:35-3:55pm Panelist remarks: 
Lyn Huckabee, Massachusetts Dept. of Energy Resources
Vince Faherty, Google Nest

3:55-4:25pm Moderated & audience Q&A

4:25-4:30pm Closing
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Kirsten Verclas
Senior Managing Director, 
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NASEO
kverclas@naseo.org

Catherine Reed
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Partnerships & Innovation
NARUC
dbyrnett@naruc.org

Jeff Loiter
Technical Director, Center for 
Partnerships & Innovation
NARUC
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CONTACT US

mailto:kverclas@naseo.org
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Paul De Martini
Newport Consulting

DER Services & Coordination
DOE-OE Operational Coordination Project

December 4, 2023 
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What are the Needs for DER Services?

Grid Reliability and Resilience
Distribution Capacity Constraints
Power Quality

Lower Cost Alternative Energy Supply
Electricity Reliability and Resilience
Resource & EV Integration Constraints

Resource Adequacy & Reliability
System Resilience
Balancing Variable Supply & Unpredictable Net Load

Appendix includes a defined list of the current and FERC Order 2222 enabled services that 
exist today, but not uniformly available at wholesale, distribution and the edge
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ASCE 2021 Report Card:
– The majority of the nation’s grid is aging, with 

some over a century old — far past their 50-
year life expectancy — and others, including 
70% of T&D lines, are well into the second 
half of their lifespans.

Associated Press (Analysis of DOE data):
– Power outages from severe weather have 

doubled over the past two decades across the 
US due to climate change.

– Forty states are experiencing longer outages 
— and the problem is most acute in regions 
seeing more extreme weather.

Grid Reliability and Resilience are Pressing Concerns

https://infrastructurereportcard.org/
https://apnews.com/article/wildfires-storms-science-business-health-7a0fb8c998c1d56759989dda62292379
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Electrification Poses Significant Distribution Challenges 
Without mitigation, electricity demand may increase up to 18% by 2030 and 38% by 2035 compared to 2022.
Incremental distribution capacity upgrade cost is estimated at US$116 billion to US$200 billion.1

1. Energy+Environmental Economics https://www.ethree.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/GridLab_2035-Transportation-Dist-Cost.pdf 

https://www.ethree.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/GridLab_2035-Transportation-Dist-Cost.pdf
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Bulk System Challenges

Source: MISO – Future Markets Report 
 https://cdn.misoenergy.org/MISO%20Markets%20of%20the%20Future604872.pdf 

Increasing random variability of resources and loads poses T&D operational challenges

https://cdn.misoenergy.org/MISO%20Markets%20of%20the%20Future604872.pdf
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ADER Evolution – Next Stage Involves a Major Step Change

Source: Newport Consulting for DOE
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• Use of DER services is based on specific 
needs identified by customers/communities, 
and resource, distribution, and transmission 
planning

• Specific services and related performance 
requirements are derived from these 
planning efforts

• DER Use & related considerations vary by 
utility system and state policy and applicable 
regulation

Use of DER Services is Situational & Evolving
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• Alignment with specific grid service performance requirements
• Each grid service has unique performance requirements to realize value
• Grid service requirements often overlap creating constraints on DERA to provide 

multiple services in wholesale and/or distribution and edge (e.g., microgrid)
• Effective performance risk management & allocation

• Some grid services (e.g., distribution capacity avoidance) require very reliable 
performance. 

• Performance assurance (liquidated damages, Letters of credit, etc.) can create 
uneconomic financial burdens on DER Aggregators

• Viable DER Aggregator business model considerations
• Revenue potential (“compensation”) is important
• But, equally important is the cost of doing business

Considerations for DER Services
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DER Orchestration Will Be Required
FERC Order 2222, and the need to manage distribution capacity constraints due to electrification and DER growth, 
will drive the need for sophisticated DER orchestration.

• What operational coordination is needed between Distribution Operators and ISO/RTO?
• What operational systems and new procedures are required?
• What oversight/governance role will states (RERRA) play and what are the related processes & systems requirements? 
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A Node (dark red) is created on a feeder between each isolation point from the feeder breaker to the end of the line.
Subnodes (bright red) are created within each feeder node by each fused lateral (laterals, as illustrated, are often not 3-phase which creates additional considerations) 

Managing hosting capacity on radial distribution over the next 15 years will much more complex involving many 
“nodes”.  Power flow constraints in any node may occur at different times with other nodes due to the nature of the 
flows resulting in non-coincident peaks that also nest with one another depending on the flow directions

Management of Distribution Feeder Capacity Is Getting More Complex
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Emerging DER Orchestration Challenge
Orchestration of DER/EV charging to address bulk power system and distribution needs will become 
increasingly complex.

DER orchestration will involve both price/dispatch signals and DER autonomous response

Conceptual Illustration

Source: P. De Martini for DOE

Pricing, programs and procurements will need to be aligned
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• Challenges to scaling ADER services as identified in DOE’s VPP Liftoff Report are 
primarily related to lack of institutional, business and technical standardization

• Nationally, the use of DER services is currently done in an ad hoc manner often 
unique to each utility in each state, and each ISO/RTO

• FERC Order 2222 is addressing standardization at wholesale, but retail remains a 
checkerboard of unique institutional, business and technical rules and 
requirements

• There is an opportunity to adopt a key set of standard practices and technical 
standards that can facilitate ADER opportunities, which also allow for each state to 
chart an individual pathway

Standardization of Key Aspects is Needed
Non-standardized rules and practices create cost barriers to DER Aggregators
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L5: Optimizing

L4: Managed

L3: Standardized

L2: Repeatable

L1: Initial

FERC 2222 & State Use of 
ADERs Necessitates Level 3 
minimally & ideally Level 4 

Nationally Current DER 
Integration & Utilization 
Practices are at Level 1 
or Level 2

There is a need to advance the maturity of institutional & business processes, technical practices, and 
standards adoption to enable effective DER utilization

Processes are continuously improved

Processes are measured and controlled

Processes are standardized

Processes are defined and documented

Processes are ad hoc and not scalable

Adapted from the CMU Capability Maturity Model

Advance Industry Maturity in the Use of DER Services
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Industry Maturity Advancements on Several Dimensions
Below is an illustration of some of the increasing maturity for processes, practices and standards adoption that 
will likely be required for FERC 2222 and greater use of DER by distribution utilities

Maturity Institutional Business Technical Standards

5. Optimizing
Evaluation of outcomes to 
identify areas for improvement 
and address continuing DER 
evolution

DER services and market 
evaluation and improvements

Distribution grid performance metrics 
evaluated for improvements to 
service quality and to achieve public 
policy outcomes

Advanced inverter 
functionality adjusted based 
on measured performance & 
grid needs

4. Managed Policy & Process Outcome 
Metrics for Governance Roles

DER performance metrics 
established, measured and 
evaluated ex-post

Integrated distribution planning and 
grid architectural metrics established 
and measured

Advanced inverter 
performance measured in 
relation to grid need

3. Standardized

Standardized Cost-Effectiveness 
Methodology for DER Services, 
Distribution Standard of 
Conduct, Aggregator Code of 
Conduct, ADER Rules, Retail 
Eligibility & Participation Rules

Standard Flexibility Services & 
Performance Attributes and 
Standard Pro Forma Services 
Agreement, Standardized 
Operational Coordination 
processes

Best practice integrated distribution 
planning processes adoption, Grid 
architectural methods adopted, 
standardized market and operational 
coordination platforms for FERC 2222

1547-2018 and cybersecurity 
and information (IEEE 2030.5) 
requirements incorporated 
into Interconnection Rules & 
DER Services Agreements

2. Repeatable
Requirements for Hosting 
Capacity, DER Services Sourcing 
Integrated Distribution Planning

Non-wires evaluation 
methodology & sourcing 
approach

Incorporating DER and resilience 
considerations into distribution 
planning

IEEE 1547-2018 Released

1. Initial Various traditional processes Various traditional processes 
unique to each utility

Traditional engineering-economic 
practices

Basic service quality and 
reliability related standards
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• Integrated System Planning
• Include technology neutral system needs assessment in planning
• Include opportunities for ADER services to address identified needs through tariffs (pricing), programs or 

procurements
• Include community engagement regarding their sustainability and residence needs and initiatives as inputs into 

planning processes

• Distribution Open Access (FERC 2222 related states)
• Consider a Distribution Standard of Conduct to support nondiscriminatory use of DER services
• Adoption of standard DER services agreement between distribution utility and aggregator
• Standardize distribution and edge service definitions
• Common state level FERC 2222 market and operational coordination platform for use by distribution utilities, 

ISO/RTO, DER aggregators, and retail regulator

• Customer Engagement
• Incorporate customer behavioral factors into design of retail tariffs, programs and procurements
• Adopt an Aggregator Code of Conduct for small commercial and residential consumer participation

SEO & Regulator Considerations
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DOE ADER Reference Series (available online in Dec)



Creating A Clean, Affordable, Equitable and Resilient Energy Future For the Commonwealth

NASEO-NARUC DER Integration and 
Compensation – Demand Flexibility/Grid 
Enabled Buildings and Electrification in 
Utility Energy Efficiency Programs:
MASS SAVE® Connected Solutions

December 4, 2023

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY RESOURCES

Elizabeth Mahony, Commissioner



DOER Mission
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Clean Affordable Resilient 

Solar and renewable 
generation

Peak reduction and energy 
efficiency

Stored energy;
Flexible resources



Origin Story
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2016
• Peaks getting “peakier”
• Increasing intermittent generation
• No smart meters in the short term
• EE statute that calls for “all cost-effective 

energy efficiency and demand reduction 
resources” starting in 2008



Origin Story
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Top 1% of Hours accounts for 8% of MA Spend on Electricity 
Top 10% of Hours accounts for 40% of Electricity Spend

The need to size grid infrastructure to the highest peak usage results in system 
inefficiencies, underutilization of assets, and high cost

ISO-NE State of the Grid 2016 and System Annual Hourly and Weekly Demand

Source: State of Charge – Massachusetts Energy Storage Initiative Study, 2016

ISO-NE Summer 
Peak is the only 
value stream 
allowed for Active 
Demand 
Management under 
MA TRC test.

https://www.mass.gov/doc/state-of-charge-report/download


Involving Electric EE Program Administrators
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• Existing Structure - The mechanism to account for and incent 
shareholders to invest in passive coincident demand reduction 
already established

• Other Pursuits were Long-Term - As DOER established policies 
to manage increasingly uncertain loads, EE/DR infrastructure 
could be mobilized quickly

• Pilot - Included demonstrations of active demand management 
in the 2016-2018 Energy Efficiency Investment Plan (EEIP)

• Scale - First programs at scale were included in 2019-2021 EEIP
• Process – Energy Efficiency Advisory Council negotiated terms 

that were then reviewed and approved by DPU

*Program Administrators is defined as the utilities and the Cape Light Compact, a regional municipal load aggregation that 
manages Eversource ratepayer funds in its territory



How do Connected Solutions Programs Work?

All Performance-Based
Commercial – Primarily through Curtailment Service Providers (“CSP”)
• Targeted 

No more than 8 events per summer, 3 hours per event
“Last 10-of-10” baseline with same day adjustment

• Daily (thermal and battery storage)
No more than 60 events per summer, 2 or 3 hours per event
“Last 10-of-10” baseline without same day adjustment

Residential
• DLC primarily through equipment manufacturers – equipment owners 

can sign up online or through company
• Storage through approved inverter manufacturers



How Are Connected Solutions Programs Performing?



Lessons Learned

DLC rolled-out relatively smoothly
Storage:
• 5-year incentive lock was essential
• Need to find ways to define benefits more broadly
• Find better incentives for installation

Find a way to better serve income eligible customers when all incentives are 
for performance

• Interaction with Clean Peak Standard and ISO-NE programs
• Residential needed to go through inverter manufacturers, not 

battery manufacturers
• Commercial battery limits



Moving Forward

• Electrification
Heating 
Transportation

• Increasing intermittent generation
Additional offshore wind procurements
Increasing installed solar base

• Climate resilience
• AMI/TVR
• Integration with other demand management policies
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THANK YOU!

LYN HUCKABEE 
REGULATORY AND INNOVATION MANAGER, ENERGY EFFICIENCY DIVISION

JERRYLYN.HUCKABEE@MASS.GOV



Proprietary + Confidential

Vince Faherty, Google
December 4, 2023

Aggregated DER Services
NARUC/NASEO DER I&C Module 1, Webinar 1



2020   |    Confidential and Proprietary  pg. 35google_logo

Connecting the helpful home to the future of 
the grid



2018  |  Confidential and Proprietary

Deliver savings* in utility EE programs... ...AND dispatchable demand 
response 

*Independent studies showed that Nest thermostats saved people an average of 10% to 12% on heating and 15% on cooling. Based on typical energy costs, we've estimated average savings of $131 to $145 a year.

We are still early in the smart thermostat story
Only ~20% of US households currently own a smart thermostat (Sources: DOE, EIA, Parks Associates)

**U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), accessed June 27, 2022; 
“Smart thermostats gain traction in US, point to modest electricity savings,” S&P Global Market Intelligence, accessed July 20, 2022

https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/use-of-energy/homes.php
https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/blog/smart-thermostats-gain-traction-in-us-point-to-modest-electricity-savings


2018  |  Confidential and Proprietary100+ programs in 36 states

Smart thermostat demand response (DR) is proven at scale
Utilities across the country have built residential VPPs that deliver cost-effective grid reliability



2018  |  Confidential and Proprietary

The need for VPPs in massive

Source: Pathways to Commercial Liftoff - Virtual Power Plants (U.S. Department of Energy, 2023)

https://liftoff.energy.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/20230911-Pathways-to-Commercial-Liftoff-Virtual-Power-Plants_update.pdf


2018  |  Confidential and ProprietarySource: Brattle Group. “Real Reliability: The Value of Virtual Power” - 2023

They are the cheapest resource to maintain a reliable grid
https://www.brattle.com/real-reliability/

https://www.brattle.com/real-reliability/
https://www.brattle.com/real-reliability/


2018  |  Confidential and Proprietary

And customers want to participate

Source: Nest survey data



2018  |  Confidential and Proprietary

*BSRIA USA residential thermostats market 2021:trends in professional channels,  Study completed for Google Nest July 2022

(and will be on the wall for a very long time) 

Estimated USA residential thermostat market, by thermostat 
type, 2021, volume %*

Type % Sold CAGR

Manual 22% -7%

Programmable 46% +6%

Smart 32% +12%

Total +5.4%

But most thermostats sold today are not VPP-ready
More than ⅔ of the market today can’t support Automated Demand Response or TOU



2018  |  Confidential and Proprietary

Goal: Ensure those customers have the opportunity to enroll in VPP programs and 
grid operators have the levers to cost effectively balance the new load 

electrification that we will add to the grid 

Good news: Smart thermostats are an eligible IRA Measure
Recommendation for SEOs: As part of new heat pump programs, require a smart thermostat with heat pump 
installation



CASE STUDY Increasing access and equity

Utilities DERMS Customer



Consumers Energy
Winter Care Campaign

CASE STUDY

The results
The Winter Care Campaign began in early 
December 2022 and concluded at the end of 
March 2023, capturing the majority of heating 
season in Michigan. It was a huge success. 
Together we successfully engaged over 37,000 
Michigan households with Nest Thermostats 
that will deliver energy and cost savings this 
year and for years to come. 

The challenge
Utility customers faced enormous economic 
pressures at the end of 2022, from rising 
inflation across the economy, to significantly 
higher energy costs, primarily from the rising 
cost of natural gas. Consumers Energy 
forecasted that their customers’ average 
monthly residential bills would increase by 
10.6% for natural gas and 14.2% for electricity. 

44 MW 
DR potential 

from those new 
thermostats

37,000
Nest Thermostats 

delivered to 
customers

$7.4 M
Dollars saved / 

economic impact to 
those households

Increasing access and equity



Thank you

Vince Faherty
Head of Energy Marketplace Partnerships
vfaherty@google.com
617-642-1425

mailto:vfaherty@google.com
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Kirsten Verclas
Senior Managing Director, 
Electricity and Energy Security
NASEO
kverclas@naseo.org

Catherine Reed
Senior Program Director, 
Electricity
NASEO
creed@naseo.org

Danielle Sass Byrnett
Senior Director, Center for 
Partnerships & Innovation
NARUC
dbyrnett@naruc.org

Jeff Loiter
Technical Director, Center for 
Partnerships & Innovation
NARUC
jloiter@naruc.org

CONTACT US

Thank you for joining today!

Upcoming Webinars:
 Monday, December 18th ADER Valuation
 Monday, January 8th Compensation 

Options for ADER Services

mailto:kverclas@naseo.org
mailto:creed@naseo.org
mailto:dbyrnett@naruc.org
mailto:jloiter@naruc.org
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Appendix: Grid Services Definitions
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• DER is “any resource located on the distribution system, any subsystem thereof or behind a 
customer meter… [that] may include, but are not limited to … electric storage resources, intermittent 
generation, distributed generation, demand response, energy efficiency, thermal storage, and 
electric vehicles and their supply equipment….” (Order No. 2222 at P 114) 

• Aggregated DER (ADER) [aka DER Aggregation – DERA, Virtual Power Plant – VPP, or Distributed 
Energy Aggregated Resources – DEAR] is one or more DERs participating together in the wholesale 
markets, “which acts as a single resource” (Id.at P 180) 

• DER Aggregator is “the entity that aggregates one or more distributed energy resources for 
purposes of participation in the capacity, energy and/or ancillary service markets of the regional 
transmission organizations and/or independent system operators.” (Id.at P 118)

Terminology

FERC Order 2222 Definitions
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Source: DOE Grid Services Definitions paper
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Source: DOE Grid Services Definitions paper
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Source: DOE Grid Services Definitions paper
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Source: DOE Grid Services Definitions paper
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Source: DOE Grid Services Definitions paper
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Source: DOE Grid Services Definitions paper
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Source: DOE Grid Services Definitions paper
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Source: DOE Grid Services Definitions paper



Creating A Clean, Affordable, Equitable and Resilient Energy Future For the Commonwealth

Appendix: Specific Program 
Details and Links to Program 
Materials



How do They Work? Residential

Source: Program Materials for Connected Solutions Small-Scale Batteries.  Source material includes additional detail.

The above chart is for small batteries.  Residential DLC is deployed for 15 events for $50 up front and $20 for 
performance at the end of the season.

https://www.masssave.com/-/media/Files/PDFs/Save/Residential/MA-Resi-Battery-Program-Materials---Final--5-4-2023_.pdf


How do They Work? Commercial

Source: C&I DR Program Materials June 2022.  Source material includes additional detail.

https://www.masssave.com/-/media/Files/PDFs/Business/CI-ConnectedSolutions-Offering-Materials_June-2023.pdf
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